Hands-On One
Inventory of a Few Human Traits

The purpose of this exercise is to discover how similar you and your partner are. Complete this inventory about your partner. You partner will do the same and complete the inventory about you.

1. number of noses: ________
2. height: ________ centimeters

3. detached earlobes: yes ________ no ________

4. hitchhiker’s thumb: yes (left picture)____ no (right)____

5. dimples: yes ____ no ____
6. middigital hair: yes ____ no ____

7. cross left thumb over right: yes ________ no ________

8. roll tongue: yes __ no __
9. sex: m ________ f ________

10. hair color: black __________ blond __________ dark brown __________
light brown ________ red ________ other ________

11. eye color: black ________ brown ________ hazel ________
blue ________ green ________

12. ease of forming V: yes ___ no ___
13. allergies: yes ____ no ____

14. second toe longer than first: yes ________ no ________
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